Abstract. With a birefringent uniaxial prism one obtains ordinary and extraordinary spectral lines and one can observe an inclination between them. The inclination will be calculated by applying the Lagrange-Helmholtz matrix formulation. The results of an experiment using a specially constructed prism are described.
Introduction
During the last few years, the study of optical properties of birefringent crystals has seen a lot of research work. The detailed analysis of phenomena that appear at interfaces with birefringent crystals [1, 2] , such as total reflection [3] , inhibited reflection [4] , evanescent waves [5] [6] [7] , Brewster angle [8] , is orientated towards extending the knowledge of optical phenomena in these kinds of materials. It is currently really important because birefringent crystals are used in many modern optical techniques including non-linear optics.
The analysis of the uniaxial prism has been initiated with the minimum deviation problem when the optical axis is contained in the principal plane of the prism [9] (the plane perpendicular to the edge at which the two faces meet). In this case, the extraordinary ray path does not show the same symmetry for minimum deviation as we know for isotropic prisms; except when the optical axis is parallel or perpendicular to the bisector angle of the prism [10] . The symmetry condition that emerges from the Lagrange-Helmholtz invariant (the width of the exit beam is equal to the width of the entrance beam for any direction of optical axis) can be corroborated.
When the optical axis is not contained in the principal plane of the prism, we have observed that the ordinary and the extraordinary spectral lines have different inclinations. Because of the novelty of the effect, we started to analyse it experimentally and theoretically.
First we observe that the inclination is a first-order effect; whereas the curvature of the spectral lines-that we also observe in isotropic prisms-is a second-order effect [11, 12] .
It is clear that the problem could be solved by applying ray tracing but we prefer another method that is more concise and instructive. In a previous work [13] , it is through the Lagrange-Helmholtz invariant in matrix formulation that we are allowed to obtain the analytic expression for the angle between the ordinary and the extraordinary spectral lines.
In the aforementioned work, the Lagrange-Helmholtz invariant for systems devoid of symmetry is expressed as a relation between the angular magnification matrix and the lateral magnification one. The angular magnification matrix relates coordinates on the entrance pupil with the coordinates of the exit pupil of the optical system, and the lateral magnification matrix relates coordinates on the object and the image planes. Because of the properties observed in the about mentioned work we are choosing this way that allows us to calculate the inclination of the spectral lines.
The birefringent prism: experimental preparation and results
With the object of measuring the inclination of the extraordinary image at the exit of a uniaxial prism we proceeded to photograph images obtained and measure the relative inclination between the ordinary image and the extraordinary one. For this we built a calcite prism. It was cut parallel to one of the cleavage edges, approximately in the direction of the dihedral bisector (figure 1). When the prism had been cut we proceeded to treat it with emery and polish the faces of the prism to be used. The resulting value of the dispersion angle was φ = 31.72
• ± 0.15
• and was measured with a large beam through reflection on the cleavage face and reflection at the metal plate used as a reference, according to the arrangement of figure 2. The optical axis forms an angle γ with the principal plane of the prism and the projection of the optical axis on that plane forms an angle θ with the first face of the prism. The direction of the optical axis with respect to the cleavage planes is well known and we find them, for example, in Strong [14] (figure 7.20). From the corresponding calculations we obtain θ = 57.58 The experimental arrangement to obtain the photograph is shown in figure 3 . The prism is adhered to a UV filter so that it can be placed on the camera. The object to be photographed (a group of neon light tubes) was placed at a distance of several metres. To be able to use the ordinary image as reference for the measurement of inclination the edge of the prism was orientated approximately parallel to the neon light tubes. The result can be seen in figure 4 (photograph). The angle between the ordinary and the extraordinary images was measured directly on the photograph. The average value from a series of 10 measurements is ω exp = 3.19
Lagrange-Helmholtz matrix invariant
It is well known that in rotationally symmetrical systems the Lagrange-Helmholtz invariant gives the relation between the angular magnification (m) and the lateral magnification (M) in the following way:
where n and n are the refractive indices of the object space and image space, respectively. For non-symmetrical systems it is possible to find a generalization of this relation writing lateral magnification and angular magnification matrix forms. In the paper by Simon et al [13] 
where f and f are the focal lengths of the system. In general, this is not a diagonal matrix. In the paper mentioned previously it was demonstrated that if the magnification matrix is known, the magnification pupil matrix will be obtained (equation (23) of [13] ):
where n and n are the refractive indices of the isotropic media at the entrance and the exit of the optical system, respectively. But, for the case in which we shall apply this matrix formulation, it is necessary to invert the procedure as the magnification pupil matrix is already known (M P ),
and we have to obtain the lateral magnification matrix M 0 . Comparing equations (3) and (4) the result is
where M 0 is the determinant of the magnification matrix. The determinant of the M P matrix is
Solving in equation (5) the coefficients of the magnification matrix and using (7) the result is
then, the magnification matrix turns out to be
From equations (5) and (9) we find
which is the general expression of the Lagrange-Helmholtz invariant, where M t P is the transverse of the magnification pupil matrix and I is the identity matrix.
As in our case the object is at infinity, the M 0 matrix is expressed in angular coordinates and the coordinates measured at the pupil space are expressed in lengths.
Application of the matrix formulation to uniaxial prisms
We are considering a uniaxial prism with principal refractive indices n o and n e , the dispersor angle being φ and the direction of the optical axis given by θ and γ angles as we show in figure 1 .
The optical system is shown in figure 5 . The coordinates on the entrance pupil for the ordinary rays are (y P , z P ) and (y P , z P ) for the extraordinary ones. The magnification pupil matrix for the ordinary rays will be a diagonal matrix because we have the same case as isotropic prisms and we are working in the neighbourhood of the principal plane. Then, we have y P z P m y 0 0 m z y P z P (11) where m y was calculated by ray tracing on the principal plane, then
where α 1 is the incidence angle for the first surface of the prism. β 1 and β 2 are the entrance and exit angles, which were obtained by applying Snell's law with the ordinary principal index n 0 ( figure 6(a) ). The other diagonal element m z was obtained by ray tracing on a plane orthogonal to the principal plane of the prism. In this plane we have the equivalent to a plane-parallel plate. Then we have
The magnification matrix of the ordinary rays is For the extraordinary rays, we apply ray tracing for the rays entering the principal plane and we observe that, because of the direction of the optical axis, the extraordinary ray is separated from the principal plane. This separation appears because the direction of the extraordinary ray is not the same as that of the normal of the wavefront. In a previous work [15] we have demonstrated that ifŇ is the normal to the refracted wavefront in the prism, the extraordinary ray directionŘ will bě
where
and the direction of the optical axis (Ž 3 ) is given as a function of the angles γ and θ in the following way:Ž 3 = cos γ cos θη + cos γ sin θξ + sin γŽ
whereŽ is the unit vector parallel to the edge at which the two faces of the prism meet,ξ is the unit vector perpendicular to the first face of the prism andη is contained in the first face of the prism to complete the orthogonal system. The f n normalization factor will be neglected in the following calculations. AsŇ is contained in the principal plane of the prism its components arě
Replacing equations (17) and (18) in (15) we obtain the following expressions for theŘ components
then, we can see that there is a component of the ray in the z direction; therefore the magnification pupil matrix M P has an element outside the diagonal:
where σ z is the distance between the extraordinary ray and the principal plane of the prism which is measured on the second face of the prism and can be written in the following way:
where δ is the angle that the extraordinary rayŘ forms with the principal plane of the prism;
and L is the length of the projection of the extraordinary path on the principal plane (see figure 6 (b)):
and sin(φ + ρ ) = cos φ
Replacing equations (24)-(27) in (23) we obtain the element outside the diagonal of the M P matrix, then σ z y P = tan φR z cos α 1 (R ξ + R η tan φ) .
The diagonal element m y which corresponds to the principal plane of the prism is m y = y P cos β 2 = y P sin p cos α 1 sin(φ + ρ ) .
Using equations (26) and (27) we have m y = cos β 2 R ξ cos α 1 cos φ(R ξ + R η tan φ) .
In the plane orthogonal to the incidence one we have the equivalent situation of a plane-parallel plate, then m z = 1. Then with the M P matrix known, the M 0 matrix can be calculated through the application of (9): y /f z /f = 1/m y −σ z /y P m y 0 1
Results and discussion
We have shown that extraordinary spectral lines obtained with a uniaxial prism when the optical axis has an arbitrary direction are inclined with respect to the ordinary ones. Applying the matrix formulation of the Lagrange-Helmholtz invariant we have obtained an analytic expression for the angle between both lines. A simple demonstration of the phenomenon was given by taking a photograph of a group of neon light tubes throughout a calcite prism.
